Novel Discretized Weak Estimators Based on the Principles of the Stochastic Search on the Line Problem.
Generally speaking, research in the field of estimation involves designing strong estimators, i.e., those which converge with probability 1, as the number of samples increases indefinitely. But when the underlying distribution is nonstationary, one should rather seek for weak estimators, i.e., those which can unlearn when the distribution has changed. One such estimator, the so-called stochastic learning weak estimator (SLWE) was based on the principles of continuous stochastic learning automata (LA). A problem that has been unsolved has been that of designing such weak estimators in the context of systems with finite memory, which is what we investigate here. In this paper, we propose a new family of stochastic discretized weak estimators which can track time-varying binomial distributions. As opposed to the SLWE, our proposed estimator is discretized, i.e., the estimate can assume only a finite number of values. By virtue of discretization, our estimator realizes extremely fast adjustments of the running estimates by executing jumps, and it is thus able to robustly, and very quickly, track changes in the parameters of the distribution after a switch has occurred. The design principle of our strategy is based on a solution for the stochastic search on the line problem. In order to achieve efficient estimation, we have to first infer (or rather simulate) an Artificial Oracle which informs the LA whether to go right or left, which is then utilized to infer whether we are to increase the current estimate or to decrease it. This paper briefly reports pioneering and conclusive experimental results that demonstrate the ability of the proposed estimator to cope with nonstationary environments.